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One day, we went to ascend the Bel Oiseau Sum-
mit, in the morning rain but with a glimmer of 
hope because to the brave and faithful, nothing is 
impossible! A path of hard stones on steep slopes 
leading to Passet Pass (figure1), it was regarded 
as “une montagne à Vaches” (Literally “a cow 
mountain”, a French expression meaning: a hike 
so easy that a cow could stroll up). The current 
Emosson Dam didn’t exist at that time (figure 2) 
and neither were there any weather forecasts!

Our route would take us through familiar places, 
firstly, down into the Emosson Valley among glittery 
flowers and herds of cows. We’d reach the bottom 
of the valley in the direction of Mont Ruan, at the 
foot of the ancient Dam which nowadays sometimes 
emerges during low water periods. We used to fol-
low the lake up to the Barberine stables, and from 
that point, we would easily climb up the Bel Oiseau 
through the rocks and short grass, enjoying the stun-
ning view of the Mont-Blanc Massif (figure 3).

That fateful day, we went up there with little effort, 
in five hours from Vallorcine. But, hardly reaching 
the top at the break of noon, a threatening shadow 
wrapped around us: a terrible storm broke out. A 
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violent storm, with blue lightning zigzagging and 
hitting the ground around us. 

Buffeted by the gusts, we wanted to escape, as 
quickly as possible in the direction of Finhaut, 
through steep and icy gullies. I was terribly scared. 
Lightning and thunder made me jump. The ice in 
the couloirs was covered by a thin layer of recent 
snow or sleet, frequently lifted by turbulent winds 
as my father cut steps with the only ice axe we had 
brought with us.

I stumbled, causing me to fall, sweeping away my 
father and my eight-year-old little sister…

During the few seconds of the plummet, I focused 
on a single thought: could I have pushed my sister 
back on to the edge of the gully? At least my mo-
ther would have kept one daughter if I were to be 
crashed against the rocks below! Violent knocks 
followed… Bounces… 

Dazed, I arose… That we should have expe-
rienced an accident in a time when there was no 
mountain rescue to help us! There was blood on 
our faces. Our clothes were ripped and stained. 
Where were we?

My father got up, fell down, got up and fell down 
again… He fell down every five steps from then! We 
had to go down and down. After one or two hours, 
we saw someone among the rocks and boulders. I 
screamed: “We are hurt, please help us”. He came 
to us, we may yet be saved! He was a shepherd in 
the Col du Fénestral and I am immensely grateful to 
him. When we arrived at a small hamlet, we asked 
a woman in a chalet if we could have a hot drink 
and somewhere to rest. “No”, she said closing the 
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 Figure 2: Recent Dam of “Emosson” (1972) and “Bel Oiseau” Peak. Figure 1: “Emosson” valley before 1950. IGN France.

 Figure 3: A view from “Emosson”, “Verte” and “Drus” Peaks in the “Mont-Blanc” Massif.

door violently, “I don’t want you to die in my home!”. 
My father went to lie down close to the cows…

Finally we got to Finhaut. It was eight o’clock. The 
doctor stayed with us until midnight. He healed 
us one after another, I was the last. He poured a 
big can of warm water on my head, shaved it and 
showed me a long, long needle. I didn’t move but 
bit my tongue. My wound was stitched up and I 
wore a huge bandage for a few days. But soon, 
during the back-to-school period, I felt ashamed to 
be bald. The teacher didn’t allow me to keep my 
white beret on my head. “It is a privilege to have 
been scalped in the mountains!” she claimed.

Eventually, we healed and managed well. But my 
great regret is that we couldn’t ascend Mont-Blanc 
that year. I’ve never had the opportunity since!

Dear Reader, when you go for a hike in a moun-
tainous area, do you fear thunderstorms? Are you 
up to date with the latest models outputs? I cer-
tainly am!

Pictures from http://www.randos-passion.com/les-
traces-des-dinosaures-barrage-d-emosson/
(Thanks to Philippe Barrere).


